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Abstract— The design of space-time signals for noncoherent
block fading channels where the channel state information is not
known a priori at the transmitter and the receiver is considered.
In particular, a new algebraic formulation for the diversity
advantage design criterion is developed. The new criterion encompasses, as a special case, the well-known diversity advantage
for unitary space-time signals and, more importantly, applies to
arbitrary signaling schemes and arbitrary channel distributions.
This criterion is used to establish the optimal diversity-vs-rate
tradeoff for training based schemes in block fading channels. Our
results are then specialized to the class of affine space-time signals
which allows for a low complexity decoder. Within this class,
space-time constellations based on the threaded algebraic spacetime (TAST) architecture are considered. These constellations
achieve the optimal diversity-vs-rate tradeoff over noncoherent
block fading channels and outperform previously proposed codes
in the considered scenarios as demonstrated by the numerical
results. Using the analytical and numerical results developed
in this paper, nonunitary space-time codes are argued to offer
certain advantages in block fading channels where the appropriate
use of coherent space-time codes is shown to offer a very efficient
solution to the noncoherent space-time communication paradigm.
Index Terms— Space-time coding, noncoherent channels, generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) receivers, diversity versus
rate tradeoff.

I. I NTRODUCTION

P

IONEERING information theoretic studies that quantify
the significant capacity gains allowed by spatial diversity
has sparked significant interest in the design and analysis of
space-time codes (STCs) for multi-input multi-output (MIMO)
fading channels. Earlier works on MIMO systems have primarily focused on the coherent scenario where the channel
state information (CSI) is assumed to be known a priori at the
receiver (e.g., [1]–[3]). While this assumption may be realistic
in slow fading channels, where the channel can be estimated
accurately with only a marginal loss in throughput, it is clearly
not appropriate for faster fading channels. Fortunately, more
recent information theoretic calculations suggest that high
capacities are still possible with multiple antenna systems in
the noncoherent scenario if the channel coherence time is not
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very small (e.g., [4], [5]). These works have also established
the asymptotic (at large signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime)
optimality of unitary space-time signaling schemes in the
ergodic, i.e., delay unlimited, scenario. Most of the followup works have focused on the design of unitary noncoherent
space-time signals for ergodic as well as delay limited fading
channels (e.g., [6], [7]). In fact, the unitary signaling paradigm
seems to have been accepted as a de facto standard for
noncoherent channels. Here, we revisit this conclusion.
In this paper, we reformulate the notion of diversity advantage in space-time channels based on an algebraic perspective.
As shown in the sequel, the new formulation encompasses,
as a special case, the well-known diversity advantage design
criterion for unitary codes, and, more importantly, covers more
general signaling schemes and arbitrary channel distributions.
Our approach is motivated by the intractability of the probability of error analysis in this general scenario. The proposed
formulation is general for block fading channels with arbitrary
delay constraints, and hence, bridges the gap between the
quasi-static and ergodic models. We then use the new diversity
criterion to characterize the optimal diversity-vs-rate tradeoff
for training based signaling schemes. Training based schemes
have also been considered in recent independent works [8]–
[10] (even the codes proposed in [7] can be considered as
unitary training based schemes). The excellent performance
of training based affine space-time constellations was first
reported by Brehler and Varanasi in [8]. This class of affine
space-time signals are important for practical systems since
they can be decoded with a low complexity algorithm. Independently, affine constellations that achieve full algebraic
diversity were proposed later in [9]. Here, we generalize the
results in [9] and establish the diversity-vs-rate tradeoff for this
class of affine space-time constellations. Our characterization
shows that in general the optimal number of active transmit
antennas depends on the delay constraint (i.e., the number
of blocks per code word), operating SNR, and the receiver
complexity. More specifically, we argue that the optimal
number of active antennas in ergodic channels [5] is not
necessarily optimal in delay limited channels. We present
exemplary affine constellations based on the threaded algebraic
space-time (TAST) constellations [9] that achieve the optimal
diversity-vs-rate tradeoff. We use numerical results to argue
in favor of those nonunitary space-time constellations, and
hence, demonstrate that the appropriate use of coherent STCs
allows for a very efficient solution to the noncoherent spacetime communication paradigm, an observation which is made
independently in a parallel work [10].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
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introduces the assumptions and notations used throughout
the paper. The algebraic formulation for the diversity advantage is developed in Section III. Section IV-A utilizes
the new criterion to characterize the diversity-vs-rate tradeoff
for training based schemes. The tradeoff characterization for
affine signaling schemes and the new TAST constellations are
presented in Section IV-B. Section V presents a simulation
study that demonstrates the significant gains offered by the
proposed constellations. Section VI offers some concluding
remarks.

slightly pessimistic assumption that the channel distribution is
not known at the receiver, and hence, resort to the following
decoding rule inspired by the generalized likelihood ratio test
(GLRT) receiver

ρ
HSi ||
(6)
Ŝ = arg min ||Y −
Lt
{Si },H

II. S YSTEM M ODEL

One of the fundamental parameters that governs the asymptotic performance of space-time codes in the high SNR
regime is the diversity advantage. Traditionally, the diversity
advantage is defined as the asymptotic rate of decay of the
worst case pairwise probability of error as a function of
SNR (e.g., [3], [11]). In [6], [12], the design criterion for
maximizing the diversity advantage of noncoherent unitary
constellations is derived. The choice of unitary constellations
is based on an asymptotic information-theoretic optimality
argument [4]. This optimality argument, however, is limited
to the ergodic scenario and does not necessarily extend to the
delay limited scenario under consideration here. In addition,
one can intuitively argue that the unitary constraint entails
a loss of half the degrees of freedom (e.g., [13]). Here, we
attempt to recover this loss by relaxing the unitary constraint
on the matrix codebook {S i }. As a consequence of this generalization, however, the probability of error analysis becomes
intractable [14]. This intractability motivates the algebraic
approach adopted in this section to characterize the diversity
advantage in noncoherent channels 1. This algebraic framework
is inspired by an identifiability argument related to the performance of the GLRT receiver in noiseless environments.
As a consistency check, we will recover the well-known
diversity advantage of unitary signals [6], [12] as a special
case of our algebraic framework. Based on this algebraic
approach, we propose a novel generalized diversity advantage
design criterion for arbitrary space-time signaling schemes.
In a parallel work [15], the Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance
between the conditional distributions was used to establish
a design criterion for nonunitary signaling schemes. In the
sequel, we will present simulation results that quantify the
performance gains offered by the proposed designs as compared to those in [15]. More generally, we will show that the
proposed designs offer significant performance gains and/or
complexity reductions compared to all previously known codes
in many relevant cases. Motivated by the fact that the overall
diversity achieved by a space-time coding scheme is equal to
the transmit diversity advantage scaled with the number of
receive antennas (i.e., the total diversity advantage is equal
to dLr with d denoting the transmit diversity), we limit our
discussion in this section to systems with L r = 1 receive
antenna. The channel matrix H will, therefore, reduce to the
1 × M Lt vector h.

We consider an L t × Lr MIMO frequency nonselective
fading channel. In order to capture the delay constraints, we
adopt the simplified block fading model in which the channel
coefficients are assumed to be fixed across a fading block of T c
symbol periods and change independently from one block to
the next. The information is coded across L t transmit antennas
and Ts symbol periods. The number of fading blocks per
codeword is, therefore, given by M = T s /Tc . For simplicity,
we assume here that M is an integer. We will use the notation
(·)[m] to denote the vector or matrix of values of parameter (·)
for the mth fading block. Mathematically, the L r × Ts matrix
of discrete time received signals is given by

ρ
HSi + N
(1)
Y=
Lt
with

Y = Y[1] Y[2] · · ·

H = H[1] H[2] · · ·

N = N[1] N[2] · · ·
and


0
···
Si [1]
 0
S
[2]
···
i

Si =  .
.
..
..
 ..
.
0
···
0

Y[M ]



(2)


H[M ]

N[M ]

0
0
..
.

(3)
(4)




.

Si [M ]

(5)

In this notation, H[m] is the L r × Lt channel matrix in the
mth block, and hence, the (i, j) element of H[m] denotes the
complex channel gain between the ith receive and jth transmit
antennas. Similarly, N[m] is the L r × Tc additive white
Gaussian noise matrix in which the (i, k) entry is the noise
sample seen by the ith receive antenna at the kth time interval
in the mth block. The block diagonal M L t × Ts transmission
ηTs
matrix Si is drawn from the space-time constellation {S i }2i=1 ,
where η is the throughput in bits per channel use. The channel
gains and noise samples are modeled as independent zero
mean complex Gaussian random variables with unit variance.
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at each receive antenna is,
therefore, given by ρ. We hasten to stress that our development
of the algebraic diversity advantage is independent of the
fading channel distribution, as shown in the sequel.
In this paper, we focus our attention on the noncoherent
scenario where the channel coefficients are known a priori at
neither the transmitter nor the receiver. We further adopt the

where || · || denotes the Frobenius norm.
III. D IVERSITY A DVANTAGE : A N A LGEBRAIC
P ERSPECTIVE

1 Note that the term (non)coherent channel suffers from a slight abuse
of notation since the (non)coherence is more of a receiver assumption. We
have resorted to this notation, however, to be consistent with the information
theoretic works [4], [5].
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The first step in our approach is to provide an algebraic
interpretation of the diversity advantage for coherent block
fading channels [3], [11]. We will then generalize this interpretation to the noncoherent scenario. In coherent block
fading channels, the transmit diversity advantage of a spacetime code, {Si }, is given by [3], [11], [16]
d = min rank(Si − Sk )
i,k : k=i

M

= min

i,k : k=i

rank(Si [m] − Sk [m]).

(7)

m=1

Now, let us consider a noiseless channel. Given the observation vector y and the channel realization h, it can be
shown that the receiver will correctly identify the transmitted
matrix Si if and only if ||h(S i − Sk )||2 > 0 for all k = i. In
other words, given the noise free observation and the channel
realization, the subspace H c (i, k) of channel vectors where
the receiver will not be able to differentiate between S i and
Sk is given by
Hc (i, k) = h ∈ CMLt : hSi = hSk

(8)

where C denotes the field of complex numbers. Intuitively,
one would like to design the code such that the maximum
dimension of H c (i, k) over all i, k = i is minimized. Observe
that the subspace Hc (i, k) is equal to the left null space of
(Si − Sk ), and hence, the dimension of H c (i, k) is given as
dim(Hc (i, k)) = M Lt − rank(Si − Sk ).

(9)

Combining (7) and (9), we get
d = M Lt − max dim(Hc (i, k)).
i,k : k=i

(10)

3

advantage in an L t × Lr noncoherent block fading channel
with M blocks per codeword if
d = M Lt − max dim(Hnc (i, k)),

(12)

i,k : k=i

where the subspace H nc (i, k) is defined in (11).
Based on this definition, we characterize the diversity advantage of an arbitrary noncoherent space-time code in the
following proposition.
Proposition 3.1: A noncoherent space-time coded system
achieves an algebraic transmit diversity advantage of d in the
sense of Definition 3.1 if
M

d = min

i,k : k=i





rank Si [m]T Sk [m]T − rank(Sk [m])

m=1



(13)
M

= min

i,k : k=i

rank
m=1





Si [m]T Sk [m]T

M

− max

M

rank(Si [m]),
m=1


rank(Sk [m])

.

m=1

(14)

Proof : See the Appendix, Part A.
Unfortunately, due to the intractability of the probability
of error analysis, we do not have a mathematical proof
for the equivalence between the algebraic and probabilistic
diversity advantages, similar to the coherent case, for arbitrary
codes in noncoherent channels. This equivalence, however,
is established for the special case of unitary codes in the
following proposition.
Proposition 3.2: Definition 3.1 coincides with the definition
of transmit diversity advantage based on the pairwise error
probability of the generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT)
receiver for unitary signaling in noncoherent Rayleigh fading
channels.
Proof : See the Appendix, Part B.
Moreover, the simulation results in Section V support our
claim that there is an agreement between the asymptotic slope
of the probability of error curve and the algebraic diversity
advantage. Finally, we conclude this section with the following
upper bound on the achievable algebraic diversity advantage.
Proposition 3.3: The algebraic transmit diversity advantage
of a noncoherent STC is upper bounded by min(M L t ,  T2s ).

Now, we exploit this interpretation to develop an analogous algebraic formulation for the diversity advantage in the
noncoherent scenario. The main difference in this scenario is
the unknown channel realization which dictates the use of the
GLRT detector for jointly estimating the channel and transmitted data matrix from the received data. Again, in the noiseless
case (i.e., n = 0), the receiver will be able to correctly identify
the transmitted space-time signal if ||hS i − ĥSk ||2 > 0 for
every arbitrary ĥ ∈ CMLt and Sk with k = i. In other words,
if the channel realization belongs to the set

Hnc (i, k) = h ∈ CMLt : ∃ĥ ∈ CMLt s.t. hSi = ĥSk
Proof : See the Appendix, Part C.



= h ∈ CMLt : ∃h̃T ∈ Range(STi ) ∩ Range(STk )
IV. T RAINING BASED S IGNALING S CHEMES

One of the attractive approaches for noncoherent channels is
s.t. STi hT = h̃T ,
(11)
training based signaling. The main advantage of such signaling
schemes is that they lend themselves to an efficient suboptimal
then the receiver will not be able to differentiate between
Si and Sk . Using Lemma 1 in the Appendix, Part A, one decoding scheme that exhibits a clean separation between the
channel estimation and data detection stages. In this section,
can easily see that the set of channel vectors H nc (i, k) is a
we first characterize the tradeoff between the transmission rate
MLt
subspace of C
. This leads to the following definition for
and achievable diversity 2 for training based schemes in block
the space-time diversity advantage in noncoherent channels
Definition 3.1: (Algebraic Diversity Advantage) We say
2 From this point on, unless otherwise stated, we will refer to the algebraic
that a space-time code achieves d levels of transmit diversity diversity advantage in Definition 3.1 as diversity for brevity.
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fading channels. This characterization allows for extracting
guidelines for the proper choice of the number of active
transmit antennas. This result complements the Zheng-Tse
guideline for the choice of the number of active antennas in
ergodic channels [5].
A. The Diversity-vs-Rate Tradeoff
In the training based ST signaling approach, the transmitted
signal in the mth block has the form S i [m] = [T[m] Di [m]]
where T[m] is the Lt × Tt,m training matrix, T t,m denotes
the number of training symbols transmitted from each antenna
in the mth block, and D i [m] is the information matrix. We
further denote


rik [m] = rank Si [m]T Sk [m]T
(15)
rk [m] = rank(Sk [m]).

4

Let tm = rank(T[m]), then t m ≤ Tt,m because T[m] is an
Lt × Tt,m matrix. In order to maximize the transmission rate,
one should minimize the training time by setting T t,m = tm .
In addition, we know that L t ≥ tm ≥ max rank(Di [m]) and
i
Range(T[m]) ⊇ Range(Di [m]), ∀i. As a result, one can see
that the maximum achievable diversity will not be reduced if
we only activate tm transmit antennas in the mth block. This
leads to the following canonical structure for the transmission
matrix in the mth block


T[m]tm ×tm Di [m]tm ×(Tc −tm )
Si [m] =
(26)
0(Lt −tm )×tm 0(Lt −tm )×(Tc −tm )
where 1 ≤ tm ≤ Lt , and T[m] = Itm , the tm × tm identity
matrix. Since rank(D i [m] − Dk [m]) ≤ min(tm , Tc − tm ), the
following relation holds

(16)

M

d≤

One can easily show that
rik [m] = rank(T[m]) + rank(D i [m] − Dk [m]).

(17)

Moreover one has [17]
rk [m] ≥ max(rank(T[m]), rank(D k [m]))

(18)

with equality if
Range(T[m]) ∩ Range(Dk [m]) =

Range(T[m])
if rank(T[m]) ≤ rank(D k [m]),
Range(Dk [m]) otherwise.
(19)
These relations lead to the conclusion that
rik [m] − rk [m] ≤ rank(Di [m] − Dk [m]),

tm ≤ M min(Lt , Tc /2).

(27)

m=1

(20)

It should be noted that using training based schemes might
entail a slight loss in maximum achievable diversity (M T c/2
vs (M Tc )/2) if Lt > Tc /2 and Tc is odd valued.
We are now ready to find the optimum number of active
antennas for each block, and hence, characterize the diversityvs-rate tradeoff. Using the Singleton bound 3, one can see that,
for a given t m , m = 1, . . . , M , the maximum rate of a training
based scheme achieving d levels of transmit diversity is

 M

M


t
t −d+1
T −
 s m=1 m   m=1 m


 log2 |D| (28)
η=




Ts
M
where |D| is the number of points in the transmitted constellaM

with equality if
Range(T[m]) ⊇ Range(Dk [m]).

tion(s)4 . Differentiating this expression with respect to
(21)

Consequently, we have the following upper bound on the
diversity advantage
M

d = min

i,k : k=i

(rik [m] − rk [m])

≤ min

i,k : k=i

rank(Di [m] − Dk [m])

(22)

with equality if Range(T[m]) ⊇ Range(D i [m]), ∀i and m =
1, . . . , M . One should, therefore, construct T[m] and D i [m]
such that
Range(T[m]) ⊇ Range(Di [m]), ∀i and m = 1, . . . , M. (23)
In this case, equality is achieved in (22), i.e.,
M
i,k : k=i

M

tm =

Ts + d − 1
.
2

Since the upper bound is a concave function of

m=1

d = min

and equating it to zero gives

m=1

m=1
M

rank(Di [m] − Dk [m])

(24)

m=1

which coincides with the diversity advantage of the coherent
STC {Di } [16]. It is easy to see that the constraint in (23)
implies
(25)
rank(T[m]) ≥ max rank(Di [m]).
i

tm
m=1

(29)
M


tm , this

m=1

extremum point is a maximum. Combining this result with
M

the condition on
tm in (27) and the fact that t m must be
m=1

integer valued, one can see that the optimum choice of set of
t∗m that maximizes the transmission rate for a given diversity
advantage d satisfy
!

"
M
Ts + d − 1
t∗m = min
, M Lt , M Tc /2 . (30)
2
m=1
It is worth noting that the optimality condition in (30) only
applies to the sum of the number of active transmit antennas
3 The Singleton bound is used to find the maximum transmission rate for
the coherent code {Di } subject to a constraint on the diversity advantage
[16].
4 Here, we impose the symmetry constraint that the size of the transmitted
constellation does not change with the temporal and spatial dimensions.
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and any distribution of this sum among the individual t m
will allow for achieving the optimal diversity-vs-rate tradeoff.
The final ingredient in achieving the optimal tradeoff is the
construction of the STC, i.e., {D i }, that achieves the optimal
diversity-vs-rate tradeoff in coherent channels. Guidelines for
constructing these codes are available in [18].

B. Affine Space-Time Constellations
By restricting ourselves to training based approaches, we
have taken a first step towards an efficient receiver implementation. The main advantage of this approach is the
clean separation between the channel estimation and decoding
stages. While this separation leads to a significant reduction in
the receiver complexity in most cases, the complexity of the
decoding stage may still be prohibitive in certain applications.
This is specially true in high rate applications for certain
classes of coherent STC with exponentially growing decoding
complexities (e.g., the trellis STCs in [18]). The most common
strategy for controlling the complexity of the decoder is to
impose additional constraints on the structure of the coherent
STC. In the sequel, we follow this approach and choose the
coherent code to be linear over the field of complex numbers,
i.e.,
vec(Di ) = Gui

(31)

where vec(Di ) is a vector containing the stacked columns
of Di [m], m = 1, . . . , M , G is the generator matrix of the
code, and ui is the ν × 1 information vector whose elements
are drawn independently from the constellation U. In order to
further facilitate low average complexity decoding using the
spheredecoder [19],[20], we further impose the constraint that
M

tm min (Lt , Lr ) [21]. The latter constraint
ν ≤ Ts −
m=1

ensures that the number of variables is less than or equal to
the number of equations in the system of linear equations to
be solved by the sphere decoder. In the sequel, we refer to
such a decoder as a well-conditioned sphere decoder.
By restricting ourselves to this class of linear mappings, the
tradeoff based on the Singleton bound may not be achievable
anymore. One should therefore revisit the guideline for the
proper choice of the number of active antennas in (30) in the
new scenario. By taking into account the linearity of the code
and the constraint on the size of the input information vector,
we obtain the following result.
Proposition 4.1: For a given transmit diversity advantage
d, the maximum rate of an affine space-time constellation that
allows for a well-conditioned sphere decoder in the decoding
stage is given by
η=

1
Ts

M

(Tc − t∗m ) min(t∗m , Lr ) log2 |U|

(32)

m=1

where |U| is the size of the input constellation, and t ∗m is given

5

by
t∗m =


min(Lt , Lr , Tc /2) if d ≤ M min(Lr , Tc /2),
d/M
if d > M Lr and 1 ≤ m ≤ µ,


d/M 
if d > M Lr and µ < m ≤ M
(33)
where µ = rem(d/M ).
Proof : See the Appendix, Part D.
Two observations are now in order.
1) The use of linear mapping, over the field of complex
numbers, entails an expansion of the input constellation.
The rate in (32) is, however, given in terms of the
size of the input constellation, and hence, does not
account for this constellation expansion. We believe that
reporting the result in this form gives more insights on
the fundamental diversity-vs-rate tradeoff since it avoids
the dependence on a particular design for the linear
mapper.
2) It is interesting to compare now the optimal choice of
set of t∗m in (30) and (33) to the optimal choice for the
number of active transmit antennas in ergodic channels.
In [5], Zheng and Tse showed, based on an information
theoretic argument, that the optimum number of active
transmit antennas in noncoherent ergodic channels is
min(Lt , Lr , Tc /2). One can recover this result by
letting M → ∞ in (33). In the general case, however,
(33) shows that in a delay limited channel this choice
for the number of active antennas may imply a price
in the diversity advantage. For example, in the case of
affine signaling schemes with L r < min(Lt , Tc /2),
the transmission rate is maximized by activating only
Lr antennas. This choice implies the following upper
bound on the achievable transmit diversity advantage
d ≤ M Lr . Therefore, activating only L r antennas as
suggested by [5] implies a loss in diversity advantage.
This loss may result in a performance degradation at
high SNR as illustrated with a numerical example in
Section V. If we were to be interested only in maximizing the diversity advantage, the optimal choice of
active antennas as given in (33) is min(L t , Tc /2)
which agrees with the observation in [10]. In general,
the optimal choice for the number of active antennas in
delay limited channels depends on the operating SNR
(and targeted diversity advantage), the transmission rate
(in bits per channel use) and the complexity of the
receiver (as illustrated by the difference between (28)
and (32)).
One of the main ingredients in achieving the tradeoff (32)
is the use of efficient coherent STCs. A universal framework
for constructing such codes (i.e., the threaded algebraic spacetime (TAST) design framework) was reported in [9]. For the
sake of completeness, we will summarize, in the following,
the main elements of this framework.
Recall that a thread is an allocation of space-time resources
that does not have spatial interference within itself (i.e., at each
time instant only one transmit antenna is active), spans all the
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to the mth block, where L ∗m = min(t∗m , Lr ), It∗m is the
pilot matrix for training t ∗m active transmit antennas, and
Tt∗m ,L∗m ,L∗m [m] is the mth submatrix of the coherent TAST
constellation Tt∗m ,L∗m ,L∗m that achieves d levels of transmit
diversity over the M blocks.
V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we compare the block error performance
of some exemplary training based TAST constellations with
a representative sample of the recently proposed noncoherent
STCs in the literature5. The performances are plotted as a
function of the average SNR per receive antenna. The TAST
constellations utilize the full diversity SISO algebraic rotations
[9]. Unless otherwise stated, the new TAST constellations are
decoded via a two stage process. In the first stage, the channel
coefficients are estimated from the training (pilot) matrix based
on a minimum mean squared error (MMSE) criterion. These
channel estimates are then used by the well-conditioned sphere
decoder as the true channel coefficients when decoding the
information stream. Throughout our simulation study, we used
a Rayleigh fading channel model.
Fig. 1 presents the performance of the training based TAST
constellation, the systematic unitary modulation in [22], and
the multilevel constellation in [15]. In this figure, we assume
a quasi-static fading channel (M = 1) with L t = 2, Lr =
10, Tc = 3 and η = 4/3 bits per channel use. It should be
noted that the maximum achievable transmit diversity in this
case is 1, and hence, we activate only one antenna in the
proposed TAST constellation (i.e., the transmitted signals are
5 We restricted the reported results to this sample for brevity. In all the
scenarios we considered, the TAST constellations either outperform or match
the best known noncoherent codes.
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Fig. 1. Performance comparisons of noncoherent space-time constellations:
M = 1, Lt = 2, Lr = 10, Tc = 3 and η = 4/3 bits per channel use.
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time instants (Ts ), and over time all the transmit antennas
are equally utilized. A TAST constellation supporting L input
symbols per channel use is composed of L independent
threads (i.e., every thread carries an independent information
stream) where a scaled single-input single-output (SISO) code
(e.g., the diagonal algebraic space-time (DAST) signal [21],
with rate one input symbol per channel use) is transmitted
in each thread. The SISO codes are constructed such that
each of them achieves full diversity in the absence of other
threads. The scaling Diophantine factors are then chosen to
ensure that the threads are transparent to each other. In [9],
it was shown that full diversity is ensured if the scaling
factors {1, φ1 , . . . , φL−1 } are chosen to be simultaneously
badly approximated by algebraic integers. Let T Lt ,L,L denote
a full diversity coherent TAST constellation with L t transmit
antennas, L threads and L input symbols per channel use.
Note that choosing L = min(L t , Lr ) is intended to minimize
the complexity of ML decoding for the coherent code. Here,
we use the TAST constellations optimized for block fading
channels [9]. The affine constellation that achieves the optimal
diversity-vs-rate tradeoff is now readily obtained by assigning
the transmission matrix


It∗m
Tt∗m ,L∗m ,L∗m [m]
(34)
0(Lt −t∗m )×t∗m 0(Lt −t∗m )×(Tc −t∗m )
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Fig. 2. Performance comparisons of noncoherent space-time constellations:
M = 1, Lt = Lr = 2, Tc = 4, and η = 2 bits per channel use.

in form Si = [1 si (1) si (2)] where si (k) is drawn from a
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) constellation). Due
to the simplicity of the proposed constellation and the low
transmission rate in this case, instead of using a sphere decoder
for detecting the information stream, we employ an exhaustive
search ML decoder after the channel estimation stage. From
the figure, it is observed that the proposed scheme enjoys
performance gains of 3 and 3.5 dB, at a block error rate
of 0.01, over the multilevel constellation and the systematic
unitary modulation, respectively.
In Fig. 2, the performance of the proposed approach is
compared with that of the unitary signaling scheme based on
the Cayley transform [13] in a quasi-static fading channel with
Lt = Lr = 2, Tc = 4, and η = 2 bits per channel use. Both
codes are decoded using the well-conditioned sphere decoder.
From the figure, one can see that the training based TAST
scheme enjoys a performance advantage of about 4 dB over
the Cayley transform constellation.
These numerical results demonstrate that the unitary signaling paradigm which has been accepted as a de facto
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Fig. 3. Performance comparisons of noncoherent space-time constellations:
Lt = 2, Lr = 2, Tc = 4, and η = 4 bits per channel use over a block
fading channel with M = 1 and M = 2 blocks.

standard for noncoherent space-time code design may entail
a significant performance loss in delay limited scenarios. One
of the important lessons is that we can utilize the vast amount
of research on space-time code design for coherent systems to
construct very good noncoherent space-time codes that lend
themselves to low complexity decoding.
In Fig. 3, the performance of the training based TAST
constellation scheme for M = 1 (quasi-static) and M = 2
are compared for L t = Lr = 2, Tc = 4, and η = 4 bits
per channel use. To achieve this rate both schemes utilize
a 16-QAM input constellation. In both cases, the number of
active transmit antennas is 2. For the quasi-static scenario, a
d = 2 TAST constellation with 2 threads and a 2 × 2 complex
rotation matrix is used, whereas, for the M = 2 case, a d = 4
TAST constellation with 2 threads and a 4×4 complex rotation
matrix is used. From the figure, one can observe the significant
performance gain resulting from the additional diversity.
Finally, we compare the performance of two training based
TAST constellations for M = 1, L t = 3, Lr = 2, Tc = 6,
and η = 4 bits per channel use in Fig. 4. In the training
based T3,2,2 scheme, all three transmit antennas are active
and an optimized TAST constellation for L t = 3, Lr = 2
is used. According to the information theoretic results in [5],
the optimum number of active transmit antennas in this case is
min(Lt , Lr , Tc /2) = 2. In the training based T 2,2,2 scheme
only two transmit antennas are active and an optimized TAST
constellation for L t = Lr = 2 is used. In order to achieve
the same rate, the training based T 3,2,2 scheme uses a 16QAM input constellation, whereas the training based T 2,2,2
scheme uses an 8-QAM input constellation. As observed in
the figure, the training based T 3,2,2 scheme achieves a larger
diversity advantage, and hence, has a better performance at
high SNR. This example illustrates that the proper choice of
the number of active transmit antennas will depend, in general,
on the SNR. Moreover, one can see that the optimal number of
active transmit antennas in delay limited channels may differ
significantly from the optimal choice in ergodic channels [5].
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Fig. 4. Performance comparisons of training based TAST constellations:
M = 1, Lt = 3, Lr = 2, Tc = 6, and η = 4 bits per channel use.

VI. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
In this paper, we have taken a fresh look at the problem
of designing noncoherent space-time codes for delay limited
channels. Our approach is inspired by an algebraic perspective
and, as a first step, allows for a generalized characterization of
the diversity advantage of noncoherent space-time codes with
arbitrary structure. We then shifted our attention to the class of
training based signaling schemes where we characterized the
optimal diversity-vs-rate tradeoff using the Singleton bound.
Within this class, we advocated the use of affine signals to
exploit their amenability for low complexity decoding algorithms. We presented exemplary designs for affine noncoherent
constellations based on the recently proposed TAST coding
framework. The new constellations were shown, through simulation results, to rival the best known noncoherent codes in
all the considered scenarios.
One of the important conclusions that can be drawn from
our work is that by relaxing the unitary constraint, significant performance and/or complexity reduction gains can be
exploited in delay limited noncoherent channels. Improvement
over the schemes proposed here can be investigated in different
research directions. For example, one can improve the suboptimal detector of affine signals (e.g., in relatively slow fading
scenarios) by using iterative channel estimation and data
detection. While one can see that the proposed constellations
are only exemplary and limited to the class of training based
schemes, we believe that the algebraic machinery introduced
here can be used to construct more sophisticated codes with,
hopefully, better performance. In this light, one should view
this paper as a first step towards a unified algebraic framework
for constructing noncoherent space-time codes.
A PPENDIX
In this section, the proofs of Propositions 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and
4.1 are provided.
A. Proof of Proposition 3.1
The following lemma is a direct result from linear algebra
[17] and is used to prove Proposition 3.1.
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Lemma 1: Let A and B be two linear transformations from
space F to space G where F , G are vector spaces over C.
Define V = Range(A) ∩ Range(B) and X = Preimage(V) =
{x ∈ F : ∃v ∈ V s.t. A(x) = v}. Then, X is a subspace of
F whose dimension is
dim(X ) = dim(Null(A)) + dim(V)

(35)

= dim(F ) + dim(Range(B))
− dim(Range(A) + Range(B)).

T
T
where we used
 the identity dim(Range(S i ) + Range(Sk )) =
T
T
rank( Si Sk ) [17].
From Definition 3.1,




d = min rank( STi STk ) − rank(Sk )
(39)
i,k : k=i

 T T

= min rank( Si Sk ) − max(rank(Si ), rank(Sk ))
i,k : k=i

(40)
where we used the observation






min rank( STi STk ) − rank(Sk ), rank( STk STi ) − rank(Si )


= rank( STi STk ) − max(rank(Si ), rank(Sk )).
(41)
From (40), one gets
 M


rank Si [m]T Sk [m]T
d = min
− max

rank(Si [m]),
m=1

= min

(48)

rank(ILt − Sk [m]Si [m]H Si [m]Sk [m]H )

m=1

(49)

C. Proof of Proposition 3.3
Let S be a noncoherent space-time code. The transmit
diversity advantage of S in the sense of Definition 3.1 is




dS = min rank( STi STk ) − max(rank(Si ), rank(Sk )) .
Si ,Sk ∈S
Sk =Si

(50)


One can easily show that rank( STi STk ) ≤ rank(Si ) +
rank(Sk ) with equality if and only if Range(S Ti ) ∩
Range(STk ) = {0}, i.e., Si SH
k = 0. As a result, for all
Si , Sk ∈ S, the following holds
min(rank(Si ), rank(Sk ))


≥ rank( STi STk ) − max(rank(Si ), rank(Sk ))

rank(Sk [m])

. (42)

B. Proof of Proposition 3.2
For unitary signaling, S i SH
i = IMLt with IMLt denoting the identity matrix of size M L t . Therefore, all transmitted signals satisfy rank(S i ) = M Lt . Let rik [m] =


T

rank( Si [m]T Sk [m]T ) = rank( Si [m]T Sk [m]T ), then
T 


Si [m]H Sk [m]H ) (43)
rik [m] = rank( Si [m]T Sk [m]T


ILt
A[m]
= rank
,
(44)
ILt
A[m]H
where A[m] = Si [m]Sk [m]H . Let λ be an eigenvalue of

 

T T
Si [m]T Sk [m]
Si [m]H Sk [m]H , then one can show
'

that λ = 1 ± λ̃ where λ̃ is the eigenvalue of A[m] H A[m].
Let qik [m] = rank(ILt − A[m]H A[m]), then rik [m] is equal
to the number of nonzero λ which is given by
rik [m] = 2 ∗ {number of λ̃ = 1} + {number of λ̃ = 1}
(45)
= 2qik [m] + Lt − qik [m]

(46)
H

= Lt + rank(ILt − Sk [m]Si [m] Si [m]Sk [m] ).
(47)

(51)

with equality if and only if S i SH
k = 0. Therefore, one gets
i,k : k=i

m=1

H

m=1
M

dS ≤ min (rank(Si ), rank(Sk )).


M

rik [m] − M Lt

i,k : k=i

which is the well-known transmit diversity advantage definition of unitary signals in a noncoherent system based on the
probability of error of the GLRT receiver [12].

− dim(Range(STi ) + Range(STk ))
(37)


= M Lt + rank(Sk ) − rank( STi STk ) (38)

m=1
M

M

d = min

(36)

dim(Hnc (i, k)) = M Lt + dim(Range(STk ))



From Proposition 3.1, the generalized transmit diversity advantage is

i,k : k=i

Proof of Proposition 3.1: From Lemma 1,

i,k : k=i
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(52)

Case (i): 2M Lt ≤ Ts
In this case, M Lt ≤ Ts /2 < Ts . For all Si ∈ S, rank(Si ) ≤
min(M Lt , Ts ) = M Lt . From (52), d S ≤ M Lt . Now we
will show that there exists such an STC S that achieves
this upper bound. Let {v 1 , · · · , vTc } be a basis for CTc .
Consider the code S with two codewords S 1 and S2 such
T
that S1 [1] = · · · = S1 [M ] = [v1 · · · vLt ] and S2 [1] =
T
· · · = S2 [M ] = [vLt +1 · · · v2Lt ] . In this case, rank(S 1 ) =
rank(S2 ) = M Lt since {v1 , · · · vLt } and {vLt +1 , · · · v2Lt }
are linearly independent and rank( ST1 ST2 ) = 2M Lt since
{v1 , · · · vLt , vLt +1 , · · · v2Lt } is a linearly independent set.
Therefore, d S = M Lt .
Case (ii): 2M Lt > Ts
)
(


Let Si , Sk ∈ S, then rank( STi STk ) ≤ rank( S̃Ti S̃Tk ) for
some S̃i , S̃k ∈ CMLt ×Ts , such that rank( S̃i ) = rank(Si ),
rank(S̃k ) = rank(Sk ) and S̃i S̃H
k = 0. This implies

min(rank(S̃i ), rank(S̃k )) ≥


(53)
rank( STi STk ) − max(rank(Si ), rank(Sk )).
(
)
However, rank( S̃Ti S̃Tk ) = rank(S̃i ) + rank(S̃k ) ≤
min(2M Lt , Ts ) = Ts . Since
2 min(rank(S̃i ), rank(S̃k )) ≤ rank(S̃i ) + rank(S̃k )

(54)

it follows that min(rank(S̃i ), rank(S̃k )) ≤ Ts /2. From (53),
one gets dS ≤ Ts /2. Now we will show that this bound
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is achievable. Again, we let {v 1 , · · · , vTc } be a basis for
CTc . Then we consider the code S with two codewords
S1 and S2 such that S1 [2( − 1) + 1] = S2 [2] =

T
v1 · · · vTc /2 0Tc ×(Lt −Tc /2)
and S1 [2] = S2 [2( −
T

1) + 1] = vTc /2+1 · · · vTc 0Tc ×(Lt −T
 Tc /2)T  ,  =
1, . . . , M/2 . It can be shown that rank( S1 S2 ) = Ts .
Furthermore, rank(S 1 ) = rank(S2 ) = Ts /2 if M is even,
and rank(S 1 ) = (M − 1)Tc /2 + Tc /2 and rank(S 2 ) =
(M − 1)Tc /2 + Tc /2 if M is odd. In this case, if T c
is even, rank(S 1 ) = rank(S2 ) = Ts /2 and if Tc is odd,
rank(S1 ) = Ts /2 and rank(S 2 ) = Ts /2 . Therefore,
dS = Ts − Ts /2 = Ts /2.
Combining Case (i) and (ii), one gets d S
≤
min(M Lt , Ts /2).
D. Proof of Proposition 4.1
From the constraint on the size of the input information
vector, the maximum rate of an affine ST constellation with
tm active transmit antennas in each block is given by

M 
T c − tm
1
(55)
min(tm , Lr ) log2 |U|
M m=1
Tc
bits per channel use, which is the average of the information
rate at each block. Now we need to find the optimum choice
of set of t∗m that maximizes this value. So the optimization
problem at our hands is
M

(Tc − tm ) min(tm , Lr )

max
tm

(56)

m=1

subject to
1 ≤ tm ≤ Lt , with tm integer,

(57)

and
M

d≤

tm ≤ M min(Lt , Tc /2).

(58)

m=1

Note that a linear coherent STC that achieves d levels of
diversity with tm active transmit antennas in mth block is
used. In Section V, we construct examples of such codes.
Case (i): Lr ≤ Tc /2 and d ≤ M Lr
When Lr ≤ Tc /2, (Tc − tm ) min(tm , Lr ) is maximized
when tm = Lr . Since with this choice, the sum of t m is
larger than or equal to d, one can see that this is the optimum
choice (i.e., t ∗m = min(Lr , Lt )).
Case (ii): Lr > Tc /2 and d ≤ M Tc /2
When Lr > Tc /2, (Tc − tm ) min(tm , Lr ) is maximum at
tm = Tc /2. Since with this choice, the sum of t m is larger
than or equal to d, it follows that this is the optimum choice
(i.e., t∗m = min(Tc /2, Lt)).
Case (iii): M Tc /2 ≥ d > M Lr
From Case (i), it follows that the optimal choice satisfies
t∗m ≥ Lr . Since the diversity achieved in any fading block
is upper bounded by min(t m , Tc /2), the optimal choice
satisfies tm ≤ Tc /2. With simple manipulations, it can be
shown that all the choices of set of t m satisfying Lr ≤ tm ≤

9
M

tm = d will result in the same maximum

Tc /2 and
m=1

transmission rate. One particular choice that satisfies these
constraints and enjoys symmetry is given in the proposition.
From Cases (i)-(iii), one gets the optimum choice of set of
t∗m as in (33).
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